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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Guided Pathways Implementation Team is in phase two of our focus in improving program completion at BC.  With a number of statewide and BC changes on the horizon, we’re working to communicate to our constituent groups our understanding of the work happening at BC and at the state level using BC data.Self-introductions, acknowledge any GPIT members in the room for the particular constituent group to which you’re presenting.



California’s Landscape: 
A Shift in Focus toward Program Completion

• CCCCO Vision for Success
• Proposed Funding Formula
• Cross-System Focus on Baccalaureate Completion

• Transfer pathway agreements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we dive into our BC data and the current work underway on campus, we felt it was critical to provide a snapshot of the landscape at the state level.  How does this landscape provide a lens through which we make meaning of the new directives, proposed funding models, and pressures to refocus our efforts on the end goal: program completion?



CCCCO VISION FOR SUCCESS
Goal 1

INCREASE the number of student 
earning credentials by at least 20%

Goal 2

INCREASE the number of students who 
transfer by 35%

Goal 3

REDUCE average units accumulated by 
students who complete degrees to 79

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not unlike BC, the California Community College Chancellor’s Office has a set of strategic directions for all 114 community colleges.  Of the 6 major goals, the 3 included here specifically focus on timely program completion.  In the full Vision for Success document, the CCCCO proposes that guided pathways is the framework colleges should use to advance these very aggressive goals to achieve the metrics here.  It is clear that the direction is focused on completion and transfer, as none of the goals address individual course completion.With the focus on guided pathways, BC is well poised to advance these goals and we’ll talk a bit about what that looks like for fall and moving forward in a bit.Presenters: Check out the Vision for Success here: http://californiacommunitycolleges.cccco.edu/Portals/0/Reports/vision-for-success.pdf



Proposed “Funding Blocks”
• Transfer (BC 33%; CA 40% in 6 yr)
• Completion of degree/certificate (BC 38%; CA 48% in 6 yr) 
• CTE Employment and wage gains (BC 46%; CA 54% in 6 yr)
• Equity gap incentives

Success (25%)

• Student income/socioeconomic status
• Location (i.e. rural, urban, etc.)Equity (25%)

• Number and size of colleges/districts
• Facilities factor (gross square footage, acreage, etc.)
• FTES
• Headcount

Access (50%)

*Data provided by the BC Office of Institutional Effectiveness and CCCCO DataMart as published on the Renegade Scorecard
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Presentation Notes
We must acknowledge our funding as critical in ensuring student program completion.  Thanks to the hard work of so many across campus and the due diligence of our administration, faculty chairs, and others, we’ve been able to hire in mass waves the past several years with 55 faculty last year alone.  These additional faculty have been critical in allowing us to expand our reach, open more courses and sections, and serve more students in ways that meet growing demands in Kern County.However, as you’re likely aware, the state is reconsidering its current funding model to include performance metrics in its formula.  While many iterations of the proposed funding model exist, some form of performance-based funding exist as a major funding block in each.  In the latest projections, BC takes a hit…We take a hit, because our rates at BC for transfer, degree/certificate completion, and even CTE employment are lower than statewide averages as you can see in the red italics in the top bar.  So for us to sustain the levels of resources we have, its critical we address our program completion and transfer.It’s also important to note here that success block doesn’t include individual course completion.  It looks at Program Completion.



Cross-System Focus on 
Completion & Transfer

CSUs: Associate Degrees for Transfer UCs: UC Pathways

SB 1440: Student Transfer Achievement 
Reform Act

Fall 2011:
-CCC development of Associate Degrees for Transfer
-Guaranteed Admission to CSU system with Junior 
Status

April 2018 MOU: “Enhancing Student 
Transfer”

Fall 2019:
-Completion of a UC Pathway and achievement of 
requisite GPA will guarantee place in UC system 
-Associate Degree Transfer meets or exceeds major 
requirements in a UC Transfer Pathway for the 
same major will be accepted

*Existing Transfer Admission Guarantees (TAGs) retained

VISION FOR SUCCESS: INCREASE the number of students who transfer by 35%
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Presentation Notes
The focus on transfer is steadily strengthening, with both systems now having entered into agreements with the community college system to align our pathways and guarantee acceptance to students who complete them at our community colleges.  We’ve seen the work of our WARBA task force massively enhance our coordination with CSU Bakersfield, and we’ve secured grants like the College Promise Innovation Award to refine those local agreements and make them visible to entering students.  



Through the Gate Transfer Study

92% of students with 
60+ transferable units 
are lacking their 
transfer-level math 
course. 

*Through the Gate Research Team at RP Group: Darla 
Cooper, Kristen Fong and Andrew Kretz
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Presentation Notes
The enhanced focus on transfer is a positive thing for both our students and our community, but we already discussed that our transfer rates are not where we want them to be – and certainly not if we want to be in alignment with the Chancellor’s Vision for Success and to be competitive in the new funding models.The good news is that we have access to more data than ever before on student progression and completion to inform our decision-making at the campus-level.  This particular study out of the RP Group looked at students who had accumulated 60+ transferable units but had not yet transferred.  So, they had successfully completed enough units, but something was holding them back.  What they found was that 92% of those students were lacking their transfer-level math course.  92% were experiencing a bottleneck in a key gateway (or gatekeeper in this case) course.



BC’s Landscape: 
A Shift in Focus toward Baccalaureate Completion

• Evolution of placement practices
• Utilizing data to understand course success vs. throughput
• Examining equity impact of current practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does all of that mean for us?  At BC, we’ve been deeply engaged in the work of guided pathways, examining and redesigning our own systems and processes to get more students in and through our programs.  More recently with the work of the WARBA task force and others, we’re getting hyper-focused on baccalaureate completion, knowing the need for more baccalaureate degrees in Kern County and beyond.



Evolution of Multiple Measures at BC
MM 1.0: 2014-2016 MM 2.0: 2016-2017 MM 3.0: 2017-2018 MM 4.0: 2018-2019
To Place in ENGL 1A To Place in ENGL 1A To Place in ENGL 1A To Place in ENGL 1A
• EAP (college ready)
• EAP conditional with 

ERWC (with C or better) 
• HS GPA 3.0 or above & 

"B" in last English class & 
four years of English 
with C or better

• AP English Jr/Sr year 
with grade of B

• Reading score of 06
• Nine of any potential A-G

AP, CREP, EAP and ERWC 
all count

Direct enrollment
CUM Jr. GPA ≥ 2.6 
transfer

Delayed enrollment
CUM GPA ≥ 2.6 transfer

*Use the approach that 
places student highest

AP, CREP, EAP and ERWC 
all count

Direct enrollment
CUM Jr. GPA ≥ 2.6 transfer

Delayed enrollment
CUM GPA ≥ 2.6 transfer

*Use the approach that 
places student highest

About 60% of students 
place into ENGL B1A

AP, CREP, EAP and ERWC 
all count

HS GPA ≥ 1.9

About 85% of students 
place into ENGL B1A
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Presentation Notes
One of the earliest ways we addressed getting students on a path and keeping them there was through our multiple measures work.  We started multiple measures 1.0 with a small cohort in 2014; Since then, it has evolved through multiple iterations with multiple influences including local and statewide data.This particular slide provides a snapshot of the multiple measures criteria for English.  Over time, we’ve refined the criteria while expanding our reach for incoming students.In particular, you’ll see we’ve steadily increased the number of students for which we used multiple measures of assessment criteria to place students into English B1A, resulting in fewer and fewer students over time placing into the lowest levels of remediation.



English B1A Placement Using MM 4.0 
as of April 16, 2018

•2,077 total enrolled in ENG B1A

•742 total placed into ENG B1A via MM 4.0 Criteria

*Data provided by the BC Office of Institutional Effectiveness

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

MM 4.0 Placement 353 389

HS GPA >=2.6 HS GPA 1.9 to 2.599

*Change since MM 3.0
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Presentation Notes
So let’s break down the impact of Multiple Measures 4.0 on English B1A for fall 2018.As of April 16, 2,077 students had enrolled in English B1A.Of those, 742 students were placed using the multiple measures 4.0 criteria placing students with a 1.9 cumulative GPA or higherOf those 742 students placed, 353 students had a high school GPA of 2.6 or higher.  Those students would have been placed into English B1A using MM 3.0 criteria, as well.The remaining 389 students had a GPA in the range of 1.9 to 2.599 which shows the overall impact of the evolution from MM 3.0 to 4.0 in students affected.



So, how are they doing?
Defining Throughput Rates

The proportion of a cohort of students who 
complete the transferable or gateway math or 
English course within a certain time frame

*Analysis Timeframe: Within one year (two primary semesters)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And what has BC considered through the evolution of the multiple measures criteria?  We’ve grown in our capacity as an institution to make meaning of student placement and progression using the idea of throughput.This began in October 2016 when we commissioned a study produced by Dr. Peter Bahr who looked at our developmental sequences at the time and tracked student progress through the sequence.  What he found and shared with us is that even when students successfully complete a course, they often do not proceed to the next course in the sequence.  He called this “whittling” and you may have heard it at various meetings since.Now, as we consider our own placement, our new sequences, and expand our data capacity, we’ve explored the idea of throughput.  In a single sentence, throughput is the proportion of a cohort of students who complete the transferable or gateway math or English course within a particular time frame.  



Simply put... Throughput focuses on 
pathways to completion

100 Students place into English 1A with a 
80% probability of success
_____________________________
80 students successfully complete English B1A.

1,000 Students place into English 1A with a 
50% probability of success
_____________________________
500 students successfully complete English B1A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does that actually look like by the numbers?Think back to the “Through the Gate” Transfer Study we presented earlier.  If we’re focused on program completion, getting more students “through the gate” may result in a drop in course success rates. For example, by narrowing the gate to English 1A to ensure a high course success rate for all students enrolled, we may see 100 students in English 1A with a (making this up) course success rate of 80%, resulting in 80 students successfully completing the course.But if we open that gate to more students and anticipate a drop in course success rates to, for example, 50%, we still could expect to see 500 students completing the course.



Are students with 
low HS GPAs 
successful?
• Are looking at success rates or 

throughput rates?

• Students who place directly into 
transfer level coursework have 
higher throughput rates than 
similar students who placed into 
developmental coursework.

69%

43%

26%

46%

23%

15%
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80%

HS GPA >=2.6 HS GPA 1.9 to
2.599

HS GPA<1.9

Success and throughput rates for students with three different 
HS GPA profiles – BC data

Success when placed directly in transfer-level course (throughput)
Percent completing sequence if placed one level below (throughput)

AB 705?

*Data provided by the BC Office of Institutional Effectiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s dig into throughput using real BC data.Presenter: walk through column by column noting each of the 3 columns represents a GPA range.  Point out that we have not yet addressed those students with a GPA of less than a 1.9 as we enter fall 2018.The first column of 2.6 represents MM 3.0 only, and both the first and second column have been included in the evolution to MM 4.0.The red bar shows the rate of successful completion for students in that GPA range if placed directly into the transfer-level course English B1A.  For those with a 2.6 or higher, we see a 69% throughput within one year.  For those in the GPA range we see a 43% throughput.  However, the black bar represents the throughput in transfer-level English for those within the same GPA range if placed just one level below.  As you see, there is a 20+ point differential, meaning that students are substantially less likely to progress through to and complete the transfer level requirement in a year than if they were simply placed directly into the transfer-level course.  -If we give more students their shot at success in the transfer-level courses, we see higher proportions of students completing those transfer-level courses.**PRESENTER NOTE: Be prepared to answer a question about how the students with a 1.9 to 2.599 GPA would’ve placed into the transfer-level course if we weren’t previously using this criteria.  Note in MM 3.0, there are multiple ways a student may have been placed into 1A, including the assessment, AP, EAP/ERWC.  As such, Craig and team have accounted for this using a statistical adjustment they call the “Double Placement Bias.”  Essentially, what they found is that we would adjust the success rate down approximately 4 percentage points in English and 11 points in math to account for this – yet, the trend remains.  Even if 43% success rate became 39%, there is still a significant and replicated pattern in the data showing direct placement in transfer increases the likelihood of success.



Placement is an 
equity issue

59%

33%

18%

49%

59%

72%

0%
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70%

80%

Transfer-level (ENGL
B1A)

One-level below Two+ levels below

Many more BC students of color are placed 
into the remediation levels with the lowest 

throughput

Overall average throughput from level
African American & Hispanic students

*Data provided by the BC Office of Institutional Effectiveness
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So who are these students in these placement levels?At BC, we are working to address inequities in myriad ways, and are finding now that placement is particularly relevant to the discussion on course and program completion as defined in the equity plan.This chart is configured slightly different than the last slide, so let’s walk through it: What you see here is that each of these columns represent placement levels, from transfer to two+ levels belowThe black bar represents the proportion of the total students placed into those levels who are African American or LatinoThe red bar represents the overall average throughput – again, the success in the transfer level course within one year when placed into that level.What we see is that a substantially higher proportion of African American and Latino students are placed two plus levels below, at 72%, while those students only see an 18% throughput on average.  In one level below, 59% are African American and Latino, and they see a 33% throughput.�Yet, in the transfer level course where the lowest proportion – 49% are African American and Latino, the success rate jumps substantially to 59%.



Throughput by 
Race: African 

American 
Students

*Data provided by the BC Office of Institutional Effectiveness
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BC English Throughput Rates: 
African American Students

Transfer-Level One-Level Below

69%

46%

43%

27%

26%

15%

% = BC Overall Throughput
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But the issue is compounded.  Not only do we place more African American and Latino students two plus levels below with the lowest throughput rates overall, when we disaggregate the throughput to see how these students are progressing, we see much greater impact.So, let’s look at throughput for African American students in English at BC in the context of the first chart we discussed.  Again, these columns represent the GPA ranges, but we’re specifically looking at African American students with these GPAs.  What is notable here is that there is a persistent gap, but the gap is much smaller at direct placement into the transfer-level than it is for throughput just one level below.  In the 1.9 to 2.599 GPA range, the average success rate we just discussed was 43% and for African American students it drops slightly to 37%But the average throughput for the same range was 23% and drops substantially here to 13%In the 2.6 and up GPA range, the average success rate was 69% and drops 10 points here to 59%  But the average throughput drops significantly from 46% to 27% -- by almost 20 points.The gray box hovering above each bar here represents the BC overall rates.  You see that while a gap remains, African American students have demonstrated they can keep pace relatively well when placed directly into the transfer-level course but the gap widens greatly even just one level below.  As Julian has said in many of his presentations, when you set the bar high, they meet it. 



What’s Next in 
Placement & Progression?

CSUs: Executive Order 1110 CCCs: AB 705
Fall 2017: Assessment & Placement
-Retired placement test except for upward 
placement
-Use of MMs

Fall 2018: Developmental Education
-Developmental Education not required
-Boosting support

Fall 2019: Early Start
-Credit-bearing Early Start Co-Requisites and 
concurrent supports

Fall 2019: Placement & Program Progression
-Use of MMs
-Optimize probability of Transfer-Level math* and 
English in first year
-Optimize probability of ESL sequence in 3 years
-Placement in remedial only if determined to be 
“highly unlikely” to success in transfer and 
placement in remedial improves throughput

*Or a lower-level math if that is the graduation requirement for the 
student’s program of study or educational goal and transfer-level 
math won’t fulfill that program’s math requirement

VISION FOR SUCCESS: INCREASE the number of student earning credentials by at least 20%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving forward as the Guided Pathways Implementation Team, we will be working to understand the myriad legislative mandates and their impact on guided pathways.  In a recent meeting, we reviewed and discussed the CSU Executive Order 1110 which includes similar language to the forthcoming AB 705 implementation for California community colleges.CSUs began their full implementation of phase 1 in fall 2017, and a member of our GP Implementation Team is already working with CSU Bakersfield to understand their approaches to the next two phases which include redesigning developmental education and expanding their early start program to see what we can learn from them.As you’re aware, AB 705 implementation will begin in fall 2019 with a focus on optimizing students’ probability of completion of transfer level English and math in one year. 



AB 705: Understanding the 
Intended Outcomes of the Law

Vision for Success AB 705
INCREASE the number of 
student earning credentials 
by at least 20%

A community college district or college shall not require students to 
enroll in remedial English or mathematics coursework that lengthens 
their time to complete a degree unless placement research that includes 
consideration of high school grade point average and coursework shows 
that those students are highly unlikely to succeed in transfer-level 
coursework in English and mathematics. 

INCREASE the number of 
students who transfer by 
35%

A community college district or college may require students to enroll in 
additional concurrent support, including additional language support for 
ESL students, during the same semester that they take a transfer-level 
English or mathematics course, but only if it is determined that the 
support will increase their likelihood of passing the transfer-level English 
or mathematics course. 

REDUCE average units 
accumulated by students 
who complete degrees to 79

The community college district or college shall minimize the impact on 
student financial aid and unit requirements for the degree by exploring 
embedded support and low or noncredit support options.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digging into the language of that law, the Guided Pathways Implementation Team saw alignment of the language to the Vision for Success.  Various components speak to the strategic direction of the system, including: increasing program completion, transfer, and minimizing the impact on financial aid and units to completionWhat you see in the far right column is the exact legislative language but the bold emphasis is ours.



BC MM 4.0 Comparison to AB 705
MM 4.0 AB 705

Implementation Fall 2018 at BC Fall 2019 Statewide

Students Incoming HS students only

(appx. 3,800 total reviewed; 389
new enrollments in ENG B1A) 

All incoming students + returning students

(appx 6,500 incoming anticipated)

GPA 
requirement for 
placement into 
transfer English

GPA: 2.599 to 1.9

(appx. 15% more than MM 3.0)

GPA: 1.899 and below under consideration, 

(appx. 15% more than MM 4.0)

Support ACDV B280
Academic Support Services

ACDV B280
Additional support, including most likely 
concurrent and/or co-requisite academic 
support and remediation for students in the 
lower tiers

Presenter
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Finally, let’s take a moment to distinguish MM 4.0 from AB 705.For fall 2018, we reviewed only incoming students.  Note that MM 3.0 criteria included those with a 2.6 GPA or above so the new criteria incorporates those between a 2.599 and a 1.9 GPA.  This new MM 4.0 criteria has resulted in 389 new enrollments in English B1A as of April 16.  Members of the Guided Pathways Implementation Team are engaging the conversation around support to expand our offerings, but the Academic Development department moved quickly to expand ACDV B280 for those students newly placed into 1A while the counseling department quickly activated to add it to student ed plans.  ACDV will continue to work with counseling over the summer to increase enrollments in ACDV 280.In fall 2019, we will expand the criteria and are currently considering the 1.899 and below using the language of the law requiring that we optimize the probability of success.  While the MM 4.0 cohort was relatively small and the impact fewer than 400 enrollments thus far, we anticipate fall 2019 will see a greater impact and overall change in placements.  As a result, this coming year will be critical for many teams to engage in further discussion around support models, including co-requisite or concurrent supports for those in the lowest tiers – aka the lowest GPA ranges we discussed earlier in the slide deck.
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